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To collide is a wilful act of violence, a savage union evermore altering agencies (for example 
forms, beings or theories) whose magnetism could not avoid the inevitable. Whether it 
manifests as craquelure upon a façade, or ruptures the existence of the collided irrevocably, 
it nonetheless offers a force beyond propulsion, one able to produce the new, the avant-
garde, the other. 

As inescapable as the violence of colliding agencies are, so too are the results, creating 
defining moments in history, ruptures for the new world to flow from. Be they good or bad, 
present a victor or a stalemate, these moments of impact afford greatness. But how do we lay 
the groundwork for collisions to produce such accelerated monumental phenomenon? 
Perhaps there is an ability to facilitate these momentous impacts more frequently and with 
greater result if these agencies were to be open, freely welcoming the moment of impact (and 
with it the prospect of immediate and severe damage), paying sacrifice to allow the new to 
emerge. To be open to the violence, even to openly seek it out. 

Openness at its most extreme is a calling to the other, or the outside. From the pre-Islamic 
Zoroastrian mages to the writings of Nietzsche, Bataille and Deleuze, openness has enticed.* 
But first, as philosopher and writer Reza Negarestani notes, we have to become a good meal, 
to be wanting with our openness. For Negarestani,  

To become open or to experience the chemistry of openness is not possible through 
'opening yourself’… but it can be affirmed by entrapping yourself within a strategic 
alignment with the outside, becoming a lure for its exterior forces. Radical openness can 
be invoked by becoming more of a target for the outside. In order to be opened by the 
outside rather than being economically open to the system's environment, one must 
seduce the exterior forces of the outside.† 

Negarestani’s total, or radical, openness has a lacerating effect, suicidal to the benefit of 
cosmic otherly forces. But to be open to the more materialistic, earthly and human does not 
have to be so total in its violence and destruction. To be open to collisions associated with the 
human condition is a search for the new or the avant-garde — whether artistic, 
revolutionary, or philosophical. Being open to this tellurian collision affords us an attempt to 
combine, in a world riddled with tragic incompatibility. For example, here we are able to 
propel that of man into that of the world, offering the opportunity for “being” in the world. A 
state that is not found in one thing or the other, but in their presence, together, creating a 
uniting bond. But in order to achieve this, there must be (or we must be) drivers of openness, 
to position ourselves openly to the impending collision and the results it creates. But these 
drivers of openness must not pass the point of no return, they cannot welcome the other and 
the outside, but must remain earthly bound to create moments of greatness in the interest of 
mankind, not to be annihilated in the name of God-like forces.  

These open driving forces which facilitate the wilful act of agencies colliding are an extension 
of said agencies: the arm that grasps the ball, who builds the momentum to throw, and then 
releases, to collide with the bat attached to another arm etc. So too are they charged, 



passionate, inspired and intense, acting with love to produce a kind of beautiful greatness 
— both the magnificent and the monstrous. Love, because of its extremity, its violence, and 
its universal application, beauty because it always walks hand-in-hand with creation 
(collision). The extremity and violence associated with love also holds the power of madness 
and/or mania, a crazed desire and expectation for the greatness collision produces. Whether 
they be artistic, revolutionary, or philosophical forms of greatness (as well as a myriad of 
other examples), it is perhaps the sweeping concept of knowledge that sits best as an 
overarching term. 

It could be stated that a thirst for knowledge is a thirst for, or openness to, collision and 
through this desire — being fuelled by a loving madness — it drives agencies to collide in 
order to create. Concepts that are well articulated within tales attributed to gothic horror, 
many of which present collided creations of monstrous beauty. Using this inquiry, was not 
the vivisected creature created by Dr. Victor Frankenstein an act of openness to collision in 
order to obtain knowledge — the new? So too is the tale of Dr. Henry Jekyll, his serum and 
alter ego Mr. Edward Hyde. Where Jekyll attempts to contain the violence within himself 
through a greater act of violence and openness by means of self-medicating (colliding) with 
his mysterious serum, to only allow for the greatness of Hyde to fully manifest. Perhaps even 
Dorian Gray’s Faustian-like pact with an uncredited Mephistopheles is an act of open 
collision, propelled by drivers of love (self-love), to the result of monstrous beauty. As these 
tale’s exhibit, greatness comes in many forms and the reverberations they leave echo in 
equally dissimilar ways, but none of this uncertainty lessens the overarching brightly 
burning genius. 

It is clear that there are three elements required to lay the foundations to create these 
collisions, those that lead to greatness, or an accelerated phenomenon, the new, or avant-
garde. Firstly, there must be the inspired and willing drivers; secondly and most 
significantly, agencies (forms, beings or theories) must willfully open themselves; and finally, 
there must of course be the collision. That great violence with the beautiful power to create, 
whether the magnificent or the monstrous.  
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